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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

ABC-Project is an embedded computer integrated in a cart. 

Suppose you are in a hypermarket, asking yourself wheth-

er the product you have in your hands is good for the envi-

ronment or not. Stop wondering, ask ABC! With ABC – A 

Better Consume – project, what you have to do is scan the 

product. ABC will tell you the rest, via its integrated touch 

screen. ABC is the easiest way to select products that pre-

serve the environment. 

 

Many projects that aim at saving the environment deal with improving garbage recycling. Our goal is not to 

recycle more; our goal is to produce less packaging and more ecological rubbishes. 

OUR OWN EXPERIENCE 

When I was eating some cookies I realized there was a lot of packaging for them. I thought it was outrageous. 

Another product may have produced less packaging. Then I looked for a way to help my mother to save the 

environment when she goes shopping; a way to help everyone actually. The idea: a system that provides a good 

piece of information at the critical moment – when you chose a product and put it in the cart. That is how A 

Better Consume project was born. 

OUR PURPOSE 

ABC-project provides information straight in your cart. Therefore you can efficiently choose products that save 

the environment.  

The system is composed of:  

 A small touch screen 

 A camera used to analyze barcodes 

 A hidden small pc 

 A lithium battery 

 ABC-project recognizes the products you chose. The system 

indicates an “environmental index”. This index assess 

whether the product is better or worse than the others in 

the same category. At the end of your shopping, the system 

provides a global index for your cart. Since the solution can 

be used in the whole hypermarket and enables to compare 

all products for sale, ABC-project is a powerful embedded 

system. 

With ABC-project, we want that every move you do for the 

planet encourages industry stakeholders to do the same. 

Do you know which product is 

good for the environment and 

which is bad? ABC knows. 

ABC – A Better Consume project. 

 
Simple like ABC. 
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SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS 

PROBLEM ANALYSIS 

It is Saturday morning. As usual, you do your shopping and then go to the cashier. Everything is ok and you 

think you have done well; what if I say you could have done better? 

Between 2004 and 2008, world waste production has increased by 31%. This data shows that we have no idea 

whether the products we buy are safe for the environment or not. We buy what we need regardless of the 

environmental impact. This is a persistent problem for developed countries as in the USA where the production 

of garbage is 700kg per capita, but is also spreading in developing countries as their populations’ purchasing 

power increases like in India where production of garbage per capita is increasing by 80% from year 2001. 

Shopping is almost a reflex and the waste is its consequence. That is how the idea of the ABC-project came to 

our minds: when we consume a product sometimes we notice that the garbage resulting of that consumption 

is more important than what we have really consumed. Nevertheless most of the people do not see that. We 

often shop around but never try to compare products on the 

basis of their environmental impact. Since we found the 

cheapest product we are not concerned about the others 

anymore; why? 

We all want to act to protect the environment. For example in 

France, almost 70% of consumers feel concerned by the eco-

logical challenge but only 20% of them really act. Why so few? 

Because of the lack of means and information they are given 

so that they can select a product on a different basis, and that 

is what the ABC-project tries to resolve. 

This is a concern for many stakeholders: the customer because 

he is the one that needs advice to help him choosing the best 

product; the super and hypermarkets as they are those that 

place the products at the disposal of the customer and, of 

course, brands, which manufacture the products, are directly 

concerned by this problem. 

Yet, consumption is not a so “easy to define” notion, it is influenced by many variables that modify consumer 

habits such as his social situation. Indeed, the customer will spend more and therefore will waste more if he 

has a higher social situation. The economy of a country also makes prices vary; consumers see the difference 

and they change their habits, they are not guided, they need something to explain that to them, they need the     

ABC-project. 

PROJECT ANALYSIS 

A major problem with the way we do shopping is the lack of means that help us to choose the product that is 

the best for environment. Today we bring this information to you. With ABC-project you get it right in your 

cart! Thanks to this solution you will have a tool that can ease your choice and search for a product that better 

fits with the environmental challenge. 
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In the future, we may create new versions of the solution to integrate the functionalities in other systems as 

PocketPC and Smartphones. You will be able to bring your “ecologic wizard” with you everywhere! If your 

Smartphone or PocketPC has a camera you can use it to extract barcodes and check every product in the 

hypermarket! 

We plan to stimulate people and institutions to change. More and more initiatives aim at improving the recyc-

lability of products and packaging. We do not. We want to change at the source. Changing people interest of 

buying less packaging will help us break the industries habits. 

Since some countries had created “ecologic labels” that are labels which provide ecological information about 

products, we have the capability of making a database 

of ecological data and provide the information in your 

cart when you need it. Generally these labels display 

distance from the original country to the current coun-

try and percentage of recyclable packaging. That is 

enough to compare products of the same category and 

show if the product is the best. 

Usually a color code from red (highly polluting) to green (low-polluting) is used to describe whether the figure 

is good or not. We have used the same technique for ABC-project. It easily makes you understand if the prod-

uct is ecologically good and if your cart is good on average. 

With ABC-project the cart is not a just container, it’s a tool that follows you everywhere in the hypermarket and 

gives you advices. Thus your cart becomes more intelligent. We have seen many examples everywhere in the 

world where carts are becoming more intelligent. For instance in Japan a cart that is in experimentation com-

bines a LCD screen to the RFID system to provide information about a product to the customer, no other in-

formation about this cart is provided but the use of the RFID system is something we find really interesting to 

use as it is a system that is getting more and more used, and that is efficient. 

Another example of a “smart” cart is a Microsoft project in collaboration with “ShopRite” and “MediaCart Hold-

ings” which consists in displaying advertisements on a small screen on the cart, depending on where the client 

is in the hypermarket and on what he buys. This project is a pilot project, still under development. These two 

last examples show that our solution is technologically possible but also that people are ready for this kind of 

solution to the environmental question or the industries implicated would not use resources for these projects. 

With ABC-project we have improved the system once again; your cart is not just a help; it really wants to save 

earth with you and helps you achieve this goal. 

USER EXPERIENCE 

The ABC-project will be used by customers in hypermarkets while they are shopping. It aims at making custom-

er choose better products according to environmental criteria. It also plans to help them saving time. 

For the user, the ABC-project will be used trough a LCD touch-screen and a digital camera. When you pick a 

product, you pass it in front of the camera; the camera will recognize the barcode and then provide informa-

tion on the LCD touch-screen about the product. It will also give information about the other products of the 

same category, and show you the best in it. The ABC-project will use a color system to advise the consumer.  

Obviously, there will be a link to a help menu available on the screen. This menu explains to you all information 

displayed and how to understand them.  As you see, training is minimal. That is what we call “simplicity”. If we 
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do this, it is because lots of users have no experience in choosing products that are good for environment but 

still they want to do something in that area. So we want any people to be able to use our solution. It is a very 

important issue for us. We want the ABC-project to be universal.    

Something as simple as choosing between two products can make a real difference if there is a tool that in-

volves everybody, even those who does not feel concerned by environmental issues. The ABC-project is that 

tool which will make your shopping become “green” without any special effort from you.  

Unconsciously, you will change your consumption habits and go for the product that the ABC-project will sug-

gest to you, but you will still have the choice, the impact of its use depends on your will, but who is not willing 

to save our planet? With the ABC-project everyone will be concerned by environment. 

MARKET ANALYSIS 

Any solution would be useless if there was not possibility to make it real. Hence we analyzed the market in a 

very precise way, its ins and outs and the role of all the people involved that influence it but also the strengths 

and weaknesses of our solution. 

One of the main interests of our solution is that there is no new device or tool to create for the solution to be 

effective, everything is already available. Also, it won’t be the first time that an electronic device be combined 

with a cart (see the “smart” cart systems above). But technical aspects are not all and it is quite obvious that 

our idea will be a success because of the database behind it. Some information needed is already available; we 

just have to collect it and then create the database that stores it. 

Many companies and organizations had the same idea: “helping the consumer choosing the product that has 

the minimum impact on the environment”, that is encouraging as it shows that more and more industries care 

of our environment. These competitors have already developed, or are developing their projects. There is 

many solutions as the “smart” carts, the “energy label” and also the “self-scanning”. 

The competitors are numerous and have all their own idea on how to help resolving environmental challenge. 

The difference sits in the strengths and weaknesses of each one, and also in the way their solution may evolve, 

by creating new technologies or making use of actual ones. The strengths of the ABC-project are that it is a 

rapidly applicable solution: all tools and devices needed already exist. For example we use the information 

provided by the “energy label” which has been accepted in several countries, as in France for instance. 

The capacity of the ABC-project to evolve is important as any electronic device. In the future, it would use an 

RFID interface, as it also could be implemented on a mobile phone equipped with a camera or a RFID scanner. 

But the faults and qualities of a project are not all; many threats may depend on external situations. 

Developing a project and bringing it to the market is surely not risk-free. Risks may show up. A secure project 

follow up (implementation and marketing) depends, for a part, on the way risks are handled. One of the risks 

we could meet concerns the fact that we could not use the information on “energy labels”; we would then 

have to find information with other organization or with the big stores themselves. But the main threat re-

mains a refusal from the leaders of big stores. Should this happen, we will try to understand better the needs 

of big stores. 

Very early in the project, we analyzed the audience who would invest in our project. It appeared to us that 

those we will have to sell our solution to the big stores. Because they own the places where our system will be 

used, they select the tools to use in their hypermarkets. Implicitly, brands are also concerned by our solution as 
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the behavior of consumers can affect their sales and big stores are their clients. As chairmen, they must be 

watchful on costs, and they cannot afford to blindly invest in a project. Consequently we will have to concen-

trate on what our solution can bring to them. 

What the consumer wants is that the hypermarket takes care of him, proposing services that could help him or 

improve his purchasing power. As a result the interface has been thought so that it will easy for a loyalty card 

to interact with the device and its original service which could be proposed as a subscription for example. This 

will allow the customer to have access to additional functionalities such as a plan of the market. This would be 

a sign showing to the customer that the hypermarket takes care of him, and that he is someone really appre-

ciated. 

Another point is that our project is in total concordance with the will of big stores to have a cashier-free sys-

tem. It is expensive for big stores and irritating for the customer that has to queue. Indeed, our solution pro-

poses a payment system with no cashier and that will satisfy both parties. Moreover this system would be able 

to promote new products or to display advertisement. 

Last but not least, big stores choosing the ABC-project will improve their public image by supporting a project 

which aim is protecting environment. As a lot of people feel concerned by environment challenge, seeing big 

stores acting this way may drive them to considerer big stores in a more positive way. And that is an aim, to 

make people look in the same direction, the one that looks for a sustainable environment. 

COST ANALYSIS 

First of all ABC-project is composed of multiple devices: a touch screen, a camera, a battery and a small com-

puter – in fact an eBox 4300. Those components are not cheap and will make the cart more expensive. The 

hardware part cost about $500. However it’s actually less expensive than the cost of the cart itself. The differ-

ent modules in the project will be manufactured together in a plastic made hull that will be able to be hung on 

the cart. 

One of the main interests of this project is its ability to evolve. Indeed, hypermarkets could upgrade the soft-

ware with marketing parts or popup advertisement windows which would show new products, discounts, etc. 

Our project is also an opportunity to create a new upgraded loyalty card for hypermarkets. Indeed our product 

can gather a lot of information about customers’ habits. So it could be useful for hypermarkets statistics. If our 

project is a success towards customers then our software could be adapted for their pocket PC or mobile 

phone. So these customers would become a new target for the business company that produces our system. 

All those services are add-ins that shall make ABC-project live a longer time. 

Our clients will be big stores; since ABC-project is helpful for their clients and can make them more money we 

think that it is a real chance to create something that brings benefits to everyone. 

RESEARCH DESCRIPTION 

For a complex project like the ABC-project, it was very important to do some researches in order for us to ana-

lyze the global situation around it and study every angle of it. To do so, we used the internet as the main tool. 

We searched sites specialized in environmental questions, such as WWF, Greenpeace or ADEME. As they are 

very reliable organizations, we think we can trust the information they provide. We used surveys results and 

investigations made by these organizations and other ones to confirm our contention. For the ABC-project to 

be safe and reliable, we had to have safe and reliable information.  
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We also worked with many people that could give us their point of view: an ex big stores manager who helped 

us to understand some rules of this business, a technical coach who helped us to analyze our project in a tech-

nical way and many teachers from different backgrounds who gave their opinion on our work at different 

times. 

We put a maximum weight on reliability and usability of information, because these are 2 important ideas we 

want to derive on the ABC-project. 
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TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 

OVERALL ARCHITECTURE 

The ABC-project is not just a program; it is a comprehensive system. The operating system built with Microsoft 

Platform Builder is a derived OS from the Microsoft Windows CE.  Instead of running the default Windows CE 

shell, the BCOS (Better Consume Operating System) runs the core program using the .NET Compact Framework 

written in C# that handles all the functionalities. 

. The following diagram shows how the various components of this solution interact. The core program is sym-

bolized by the green rectangle. 

Figure 1 : Overall Architecture 
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 The MainForm class is the mediator between the human user and the Core class that controls all operations. 

The ImageAnalyzer class connects the embedded camera with the program by recognizing the barcode and 

providing the decoded string. 

The Touch screen is an essential point of the solution: it enables the user to interact with the program and 

access the other functions. This is an important requirement: we believe we have to take great care to provide 

the easiest and most intuitive input means for someone that is not familiar with computers. 
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The Camera is also a critical hardware component: it enables to capture the barcode and provide it to the 

Core class. When the user puts the product face to the camera the system detects it and processes the picture 

to extract the barcode. The Camera also enables to scan the loyalty card of the customer in order to first load 

his profile. Other components are software components. In short, the software application is built around a 

product database that makes use of the XML technology. The product database stores any needed data related 

to the products. A configuration file that provides data about the hypermarket location is also stored in an XML 

file. Why do we use XML files? Mainly because XML files offer an easy way of storing structured data. Also XML 

traversal is a quick practice. 

SOFTWARE OVERVIEW 

Our first goal was to create an embedded solution that suited to a hypermarket cart. During the engineering 

phase, we figured out that our project would gain not to depend on a specific device. We wanted that any 

embedded device with integrated camera and human-machine interface could run the program. In that way, 

our application could easily be extended to other platforms as Smartphone or PocketPC. 

Consequently we chose the .NET Compact Framework and the C# language for the source code of our project, 

with the decisive advantages of portability, interoperability and reusability. Speaking about real time con-

straints, this technology enables the machine code (actually IL code) to be compiled and executed on the fly by 

the “Just In Time” compiler of the .NET Compact Framework runtime, which guaranties an optimal behavior. 

The last requirement we assigned ourselves was that the program would need no internet connection during 

its execution. In other words, processing should be purely local and no web service should be consumed. 

Figure 2 : Preview of the Human Interface 
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What exactly does the program? It acts as a bridge between the human and the service given by our solution, 

handling the human-machine interface via the application graphical window (Figure 2). It embeds a barcode 

recognition module to extract barcode from the labels of goods and perform XML queries on XML files to find 

them in the database. It also displays useful information and computes the ecological value for a product and 

for the whole cart. 

Figure 3 : Data Flow of the core program 
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The program follows a strict flow from the first step after user has logged on. First, the program waits for a 

product. When a product is put in front of the camera, then the system tries to recognize the label. If it cannot 

detect the barcode on the image, it will try again. If label recognition is ok, the barcode is extracted from the 

label and a request on the database is issued. It the product exists, then its ecological value is computed and 

any information of interest is displayed on the screen. Next, the user has the choice to keep it or not, according 

to its ecological value. If the user chose to keep the product, the global ecologic value for the entire cart is 

updated. 

You may wonder how the “ecological value” of a product is computed. The answer follows. 

Each product is described by a category: for instance a fruit, a manufactured product, etc... Each of these cate-

gories is defined by a class in the program (Figure 1). Each product class is related to a checker class: fruit 

checker or manufactured product checker for example. Those classes perform the algorithms that check the 

ecological value. 

The calculation itself is quite simple, but yet sufficient to determine how good for the environment the prod-

ucts are. The formulas hereafter give the way to compute εn, the indicator of the product indexed by value “n”. 
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We first need to compute the distance indicator dn and the packaging indicator pn as follow: 

𝑑𝑛 =
 𝑑

25
 𝑝𝑛 =

𝑝/10

1 + 𝑞/100
 

d the distance in km between the original country and the local country, 
p the CO2 rejection in gram of the packaging, 
q the percentage of recyclable packaging. 

Then the εn indicator is given by: 

𝜀𝑛 = 10 − min(10,𝑝𝑛 + 𝑑𝑛) 

On top of that, we also compute 𝜀 , mean on the product category in the store (for example the average indica-

tor for all orange juice pack) and keep this value in the XML file. Then ε is compared to 𝜀  gives us a rate be-

tween 0 and 5 that can to determine the relative rating of the product regarding all the products for sale in the 

store pertaining to this category. 

DEPLOYMENT ANALYSIS 

The progress of implementation relied on several milestones. In a first step, we defined the global architecture 

as well as a set of simple scenarios and use cases. This was a very long step because we had to think about 

every aspects of our project. Many times creating new scenarios enlightened us as to the fact that the core 

program architecture was to be changed. 

When we got confident enough on the global architecture, we defined layers in the program. There are four 

layers: Data Access Layer that enables access to XML data; Business Management Layer that performs 

processing; Dynamic Business Object Layer that provides classes for storing data and the Interface Layer that 

contains the classes of the Human-machine interface. On top of that, we implemented our classes in different 

namespaces according to their usage in the program. 

Interface Layer

Business Management Layer

Data Access Layer

XML Files

Dynamic 

Business 

Object Layer

 

Figure 4 : Layer oriented architecture 

A question we had to answer was whether the device would be connected to the internet or not. 

Internet connection implied some tricky issues: first we had to figure out how the device would be connected. 

Either Wifi or Bluetooth would involve a connection area all over the hypermarket. This idea was not satisfying 

us. But in the other hand we had to face some problems with the database, as where would it physically be? At 

the end, we decided that XML would be the container of the products description. 
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Therefore we coded an XML parser to access the data. During the testing of the XML parser, it became clear 

that the parser needed improvements: we had to optimize it for a better real-time performance. So we created 

a flow-oriented parser that did not map the entire file in memory but traversed the file as it would do with a 

tree. As you can imagine, this made the parsing fairly quicker. 

Also, in order to optimize the image processing, 

we had to use the unsafe zone mechanism in 

our ImageAnalyzer class. This technique 

provided enhanced performance while 

processing pixel matrixes. 

Another difficulty to face with an unconnected 

system was how to add new products to the 

database: in other words, how to update the 

XML files? That was a problem we had to fix to 

stick to the unconnected solution. Thus we 

created a synchronization tool for Microsoft 

Windows in .NET Framework 2.0 with C# that 

enabled to update the missing files in the dis-

tant device. 

This tool is to be used each time there is a missing 

product to add to the XML database (Figure 5). 

The power supply on a cart is also a major issue. To our minds, the best possible way to supply the embedded 

eBox 4300 is to implant a battery on the device. Actually the device and other hardware components are ga-

thered in a package (see the embedded analysis page 16) so the plan is to add a Lithium battery in it. 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The performance is a critical point in our solution. We want our solution to become as usual as a reflex, a natu-

ral move that you make without thinking about it. This requires the processing of each product to be real fast. 

Because the embedded software is not as quick as a desktop computer one, we have to optimize all operations. 

First the image processing must be very quick: this conditions the resolution of the camera. The resolution 

must not be too small (> 1 Mpx) to see the barcode but not too large (< 3M) to have a quick processing. More-

over as said before, we have optimized our source code for the image processing part by using unsafe zone and 

explicit use of pointers. 

The search over XML files must be quick too; for the search we spent much time to think about how to manage 

a big amount of products. For example if we have 50,000 products in a shop, how to make all the products 

reachable in a small amount of time? We decided to dispatch products in several files and use a hash function 

to find the file containing the searched product. This makes the search must faster than a linear one. 

Let’s see the estimated processing time for each function: 

Functionality Test Estimated time 

Image processing With a image of 800 x 600 ≈ 0,30 s 

XML Research Search  ≈ 0,20 s 

Figure 5 : BCSync, a useful tool for BC Project 
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TESTING PROCEDURES 

Testing is critical to ensure that everything is working well. Testing must take place just after the function has 

been implemented but also afterwards, to ensure that the software is not regressing. As a result we decided to 

use a framework in order to test the software. This framework – NUnit – enables to create test classes asso-

ciated with the concrete classes of the application. The smaller the test methods the more efficient the test is. 

But for the hardware part – i.e. the eBox 4300 – we could not do the same. So we made several tests in situa-

tions with the eBox. We run the operating system with the solution and activated the Kernel Debugging; in that 

configuration, the operating system itself can send information to the remote host. Doing this way, we checked 

that all the modules were successfully loaded. 
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EMBEDDED ANALYSIS 

The ABC-project is based on an Ebox-4300; this competition box covers most of our needs. 

Thin and efficient 

It is necessary to get an efficient solution. Our system is used on a cart and allows getting immediate and pre-

cise information. When you scan a product, it is searched among all articles in the embedded data base and the 

regarding information is displayed. The user can take the product or choose another one that the system ad-

vises; the user can also assess the global rating of the whole cart. 

Mobility and economy 

The ABC-project gives intelligence to a cart, and thus our device is bound to be moved in the cart anywhere in 

the hypermarket. You could imagine developing an equivalent solution by using a laptop PC instead, but if you 

did that, you would surely lose some mobility, for autonomy and fragility reasons. Moreover, a real embedded 

solution brings a specificity that would be difficult to integrate on a PC-based configuration, which would be 

too generic. 

The Ebox 4300 is designed to reduce power consumption; all the components are integrated on the same mo-

therboard. A slower microprocessor is used, with no fan, which keeps heap production and electrical consump-

tion to a reasonable level. 

The software used is developed with the C# language. This offers .NET advantages and in the present case you 

can imagine to use the same or similar software on your mobile phone. The mobility would then be at its max-

imum. 

Thinking about usage… 

When developing a program for Personal Computers, you always have to think about the future user. You have 

to imagine how he will use the solution. For an embedded system like our ABC-project, we have the same 

questions but in addition, we must “physically” imagine the user. The solution has to follow his habits and to 

adapt. When you are standing-up in an aisle, you won’t use a standard mouse; and you will request informa-

tion to come soon. This gives us the components we have to include in the solution. With a similar approach, 

you can also figure out the features that are not necessary and can be eliminated; because an embedded pro-

gram will not take on the flight unnecessary components. 

The list of our requirements gave us the profile of our solution. There was two periods of time in the develop-

ment: the first one for the adaptations to Windows CE tools and methods and the second one for a real tuning 

of the final image. Things got more difficult with the installation of the final image. First of all, we had to define 

what was really necessary for installation. We discovered what a BSP was. Finally, by using online tutorials 

(written and videos) and following lessons with older students, we manage to create a first WinCE image. The 

next step was to personalize it. New problems showed up: we had to understand well how the system worked 

in order to modify the necessary files. 

Now, we have a comprehensive vision of our system. We learned many things about Platform Builder in gener-

al and on its compilation mechanism.  
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PROJECT STATUS 

MILESTONES AND DELIVERABLE 

The milestones and deliverables are written in the following Gant diagram: 
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THE TEAM 

 

From left to right: Sébastien Mornas, Jonathan Ghalmi, Caroline Vigouroux, Thierry Joubert (French coach) and Alexandre Reiss 

JONATHAN GHALMI 

Jonathan worked on the data access layer of the program. He created a fast XML parser and designed the in-

formation to encapsulate in the XML files. 

SÉBASTIEN MORNAS 

Sébastien created the global architecture of the program. He made the key-choices and created the user inter-

face of the program. 

ALEXANDRE REISS 

Alexandre created the Operating System and configured it. He also created the Software Development Kit 

(SDK) for BCOS that helped for creating the program. 

CAROLINE VIGOUROUX 

Caroline made all the work about the image processing. This is what Caroline likes; computation and algorithms 

to get the greatest performance in image processing! 
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CONCLUSIONS 

It comes to life! 

From now our project gets a real sense. It started as an idea and now it involves thinking, understanding of the 

market and even more imagination. For the concrete aspect, we developed a Windows CE image, for the rest 

we started to design the future visual interface and to determine how the product will be attached to a cart. 

Our solution solves the problem from its starting point: with the ABC-project you can produce less packaging, it 

means less garbage. The system can change the user bad consumption habits by denouncing every sickness a 

product imposes to the Earth and the business surroundings will have to change their offers. 

One team, one spirit 

We already knew each other when we started the ABC-project. But the more we work together, the more mo-

tivated we are. We learnt to split tasks without forgetting or double-making anyone. This project gives us a 

common ideal and is very inspiring. It is the first time that we realize a project from scratch in a real world con-

text. This challenge gives even more interest to the project. It is also a good reason for us to use some Micro-

soft products that we will not have the opportunity to use in class and is willing to discover. 

Future is ours 

Our solution currently implements a Windows CE image and the program in C# is in a really good way. It will 

have been a great chance for us to learn and practice this language. Our hands and our spirit are ready for this 

noble cause: preserve our Planet. 

 

From left to right: Caroline Vigouroux, Alexandre Reiss, Sebastien Mornas and Jonathan Ghalmi 


